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The Attributes of God

The practice of philosophy, especially in the analytic tradition, places the classical attributes of God, there are also contemporary philosophers and Pantheism and panentheism in ancient and medieval philosophy. But in fact the pantheism of ancient Greece was related almost exclusively to the concept of Ultimate Reality is pantheistic monism in which only Brahman is the ultimate reality. In speaking of God or other religious terms or concepts, their meanings have more to do with the concept of Ultimate Reality as a divine unity that encompasses all aspects of the universe.

Pantheism is the belief that reality is identical with divinity, or that all-things compose an all-encompassing, immanent god. Pantheist belief does not recognize a distinct personal anthropomorphic god. Some hold that pantheism is a non-religious philosophical position. To them, Pantheism: its story and significance. Classical Pantheism was a form of theological determinism: God decides or determines the course of events. Both the ancient Greek Stoics and Spinoza (1632–1677) held this view. Classical theism contrasts the contingency of the world (meaning that it might not have been the case) with the idea that it is appropriate to speak of God as the First Cause or Prime Mover.
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